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paristmión
in anatomy, is thus called the amygdala.

paristmitis
in pathology, name that it is given to tonsillitis.

parístmicos
relating or belonging to lasamigdalas. -

parodias
= parodies are thus called to burlesque imitation of a work or an author's style.

parque nacional
refers to Lacategoria of protected Natural Area, which is characterized by an extensive area, under a State or joint
property regime; It contains one or more natural unaltered or little altered systems and outstanding natural features of
national or regional interest. It allows the use of controlled, based on zoning for recreational, educational, tourism and
scientific research purposes.

parrín
Parrín-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large leaves,
flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

parrín albarraz
parrín albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

parrín o albarraz
parrín or albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

parrín, albarraz
parrín, albarraz-se is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

parrín-albarraz
parrín-albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-



parrón albarraz
Parrón Albarraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m tall, large leaves, intense
blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are extremely
toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

parrón o albarraz
vine or albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m tall, large leaves, intense
blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are extremely
toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

parrón, albarraz
Parrón, Albarraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large leaves,
intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

parrón-albarraz
Parrón-Albarraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m tall, large leaves, intense
blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are extremely
toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

parrulo
parrulo-refers to the expression : type of podicipedipedime bird of the Podicipedidae family typical of the wetlands of
Eurasia, Africa and Australasia-

parte aguas
Part water: Ecology, they are dividing or boundary lines of basins from which flows the runoff, which in general coincide
with the peaks of the mountain ranges, but they can also be Lakes, swamps, etc.

parthenope
Parthenope is an asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  of Gasparis on May 11, 1850-

partir
It refers to the Act of starting the bull directly towards the object requesting your attention.

partícipes
It is said of those who have part in something together with others -

pasado
referred to in alpuyazo, pair of banderillas, prick and very rear lunge.

pasas
belonging to a variety or species deuva-

pasatapuyo



Pasatapuyo, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Vaupés.

pasatapuyos
Pasatapuyos—members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, living in the department of Vaupés.

paseriformes
PASERIFORMESse is of a / / tree, singing birds, usually of small size unaorden of light flight and construction of nests,
such as Lark, Blackbird or Nightingale.

pashmina
Pashmina - refers to untipo of tissue made with cashmere mixed with other fibres - wool

pasiflora
.  belonging to the name of the frutode Passiflora-

pasifloras
.  belonging to the name of the frutode Passiflora-

pasto
anything that serves for the sustenance of the animal.

pasto-
Pasto-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Nariño.

pastos
Grasses-members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, with habitat in the department of Nariño-

pata del monte
Pata del monte-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

patache
patache-Spanish warship, sailing, which made cabotage on the northern coasts of Spain. 

pataches
pataches-belonging to a Spanish sailing vessel that was conducting cabotage on the northern coasts of Spain. 

patagónicos
the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde Patagonia

pataje



pataje- it is said of an old warship to guard the ports and guard the coasts-

patajes
patajes-belonging to an old warship to guard the ports and guard the coasts-

patamar
patamar-refers to a cabotage vessel that was widely used shores of Malabar, in India-. 

patamares
patamares- belonging to a cabotage vessel that was widely used on the coasts of Malabar, in India-

patera
boat-referring to a boat or boat, painted white, without a cover and with a flat bottom, used to carry sailors from the dock
to anchored ship-

pateras
boats-belonging to a boat or boat, painted white, without deck and with a flat bottom, used to take sailors from the dock
to anchored boat-

patientia
Patientia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  H .  Charloisel December 4, 1899-

patiquín
patiquin - refers, in Venezuela: person that cares much follow fashion, with good manners, but that he does not like
working -

pato bravío
bravio duck-refers to the expression : type of podicipediform bird, typical of the wetlands of Europe, Africa and Australia-

patografías
patografias - refers to the expression: description of diseases -

patojo
TU'NAK = is said which has, or has bent legs.

patrañeros
that you tend to count or invent nonsense, lies, or fabulous news of his invention.

patricia-
Patricia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf; F .  K .  To.  Schwassmannel 13 September 1898-

paurotis



.  belonging to a variety or species depalma-

pavias
belonging to a variety or species depersico, whose fruit has smooth skin and the meat juicy and attached to the bone.

pawlowia
Pawlowia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer V.  To.  Albitsky on October 5, 1923- 

pax-
Pax- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  Kopffel on January 28, 1909-

pádle
padle-refers to the expression : ball game, between four walls, similar to tennis, which is practiced on a smaller court
and with the lowest net-

pájaro
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, frutilla-origen Californian -

pálidos
to tienenescasa strength or intensity, either colors or tones -

pápago-
Papago-Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the present-day states of New
Mexico and part of Texas-

pápagos
Papagos-members of an Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the
present-day states of New Mexico and part of Texas-

pecaminosos
relating or pertaining alpecado or the sinner

pecaríes
-mammal-like, similar to wild boar, have a snout ending in a cartilaginous disk, and small eyes in relation to the size of
your head. -

pechero
pechero-refers to the expression : gentility corresponding to the person born inAlozaina-

pectoral
pectoral - refers to the expression: it is situated in the front part of the chest -



pectorales
relating or pertaining alpecho

pecuarios
relating or pertaining alganado

pediculares
relating or pertaining alpiojo

pedios
relating or pertaining alpie

pehuenes
belonging to a variety or species of Neuquén, Argentina - depino

peitho
Peitho- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  T .  R .  Lutherel on March 15, 1872-

pejegallo
pejegallo-refers to the expression : earlier robust fish that is thinning towards the back, is provided with strong teeth and
lacks scales-

pejepalos
pejepals-belonging to the expression : uncrushed and smoke-cured

peladas
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel Cactus-

peladillas
they are varieties or species of candied laalmendra. -

pelambrera de florida
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma-

pelancha
pelancha - refers to the nickname that silk, in Mexico, people who are called hope -

pelágicos
relating or belonging alpielago or sea which far from land-

peleable
peleable - said everything what they can put in doubt or argument-



pelechar
refers aechar animal hair or feather.

pelicaniformes
pelicaniformesse is of a / / unaorden of birds with legs fitted with four fingers together by a membrane, such as Pelicans
and cormorants. SIN.: esteganopodo.

pelones
belonging to a variety or species dedurazno smooth skin-

peltre
it is composed of: tin, copper, lead and antimony, it was believed for many years that the fact that it contains lead
contaminated food and makes them toxic, losing popularity in kitchens around the world; today it is known that very little
lead it contains to harm food, therefore, is harmless to human health.

penachudos
Tufts - carrying tieneno

penales
relating or belonging to lapeña or that contains it

penelope-
Penelope-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on August 7, 1879-

penseles
call to flowers that turn to the Sun, as the sunflower. -

penseque
familiarly used to designate an error arising from carelessness or lack of meditation.

pentámera
pentamera-it is said of the flower whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is five or multiple of five-

pentámeras
pentameras-name that receive flowers whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is five or multiple of five-

pentecóntera
pentecóntera-old Phoenician ship, fast, agile, with 50 rowers whose rhythm was marked by a flutist called "diere"-

pentecónteras
pentecónteras-belonging to an ancient Phoenician ship, fast, agile, with 50 rowers whose rhythm was marked by a flutist
named "Diere"-



peoría
Peoria -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition depeor-

peónides
.  belonging to the type of fleshy fruit attached to the chalice with a single cell and many seeds, such as calabaza-melon
- cucumber -

pepenance
pepenance-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

pepónides
.  belonging to the name of the generic fruit of Cucurbitaceae, pumpkin, cucumber-

pequeña nube de magallanes
Small cloud of Magellan-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation Tucana-

pera
.  belonging to the name of the peral frutodel-

perama
Perama-refers to a certain type of cabotage vessel used in different areas of Turkey-

peramas
peramas- belonging to a certain type of cabotage vessel used in the area of Turkey-

peras
.  belonging to the name of the peral frutodel-

perder uno la cabeza
popular phrase: mean, lose the trial.

perfecto
perfect -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition that has all the qualities required

perfil ecológico
refers to systematic ladescripcion of populations, ecosystems and areas of life of a region, region or country.

perfumes
.  belonging to lasesencias that can be drawn from numerous vegetables-



perico
parakeet-refers to the expression : acantopterigio marine fish, perciform, distributed in the Oceans of the whole world; It
is compressed body laterally and reaches one meter in length, its loin, which is almost straight, is green with orange
spots, by the belly, silver and its flesh is edible but not highly appreciated-

periné
perinése is a genus of annual herbaceous plants in the solanacea family, of which there are numerous species,
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing various types of
alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not to
animals and birds.

perinés
perines- belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, with branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

perisodáctilos
It is said of ungulates losmamiferos with an odd number of toes of which the third is the most developed, as in horse-

peritos
Experts = ( it is said of or ) having or poseeconocimientos special in certain subjects.

perla negra
.  belonging to a variety or species desandia

permansión
permansion -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition depermanencia-

pernigones
belonging to a variety or species deciruela

pero de cehegín
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

perones
belonging to a variety or species demanzano-

peroniles
belonging to a variety or species defrutal of Panama-

peros
belonging to a variety or species demanzano-



perote
butte-refers to the expression : gentilicio corresponding to the person born in Alora-the locality where he is a usher or
aloreño belongs to theLocality and Municipality in Malaga, Andalusia, Spain-

persephone
Persephone- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on February 23, 1895-

perturbación
referred to in alconjunto of all unspecified alterations, that arise under the influence of all kinds of factors and which are
accompanied by the restructuring of the defense of the body systems.

pesquis
pesquis-rascality, acuity in dealing with people or in matters of

petates
backpacks-belonging to Palm used in warm countries to sleep - unaestera

peter lorre
Peter Lorre-artistic name of Laslo Lowenstein, 1904-1964, actor of vast trajectory with important roles in films such as:
Casablanca, The Maltese Falcon, etc.

petisú
cake or donut of small, round, made of dough, baked and stuffed with sweet pastry or cream.

petisús
petisús - it's pastries or fritters of small, round, made of dough, baked and stuffed with creams or sweets. -

petrina-
Petrina- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on March 3, 1902-

petrodólar
petrodollar - refers to the monetary unit that indicates the reserve of dollars in a country by the sale of oil-

petroglifos
petroglyphs - an expression that refers to the own of the prehistoric peoples of Neolithic rock engravings. -

petropolitana-
Petropolitana- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminon August 25, 1916-

petulancia
diosaalegorica-charge that does not wither the flowers-



petulante
It says who has impudence, Audacity -

petulantes
smug = says who have or poseenatrevimiento, gall.

pez cometa
cometfish-refers to the expression : freshwater fish, one of the most common aquarium fish

pez elefante
elephant fish-refers to the expression : robust fish for its anterior part, is thinning towards the back, is provided with
strong teeth and lacks scales-

pez gallo
rooster fish-refers to the expression : earlier robust fish that is thinning towards the back, is provided with strong teeth
and lacks scales-

pez piedra
stonefish-it is said of a certain acanthopterygian fish with a deformed head and sharp barbs that form grooves in its
back; are native to the Indian and Pacific Oceans.

pezpita
pezpita-refers to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passearian, nests in the rocky and similar natural walls, gray,
white belly, wings and black tail and has as particular it announce to man the arrival of cold weather-

pezuñas
refers to sets of fingers of a same leg in different cloven footed animals-

pépticos
relating or belonging to ladigestion that helps her or

pérdix
Pérdix- .  refers to one of The nephews of Daedalus, inventor of the lathe, a device widely used in antiquity-

pérsigos
.  belonging to the name of the Persian frutodel, tree native to China that was brought to the West by the Romans-

phaedra
Phaedra- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watson on September 2, 1877-

philomela
Philomela is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Peters, May 14, 1879-



phocaea
Phocaea- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  Chacornacel day April 6, 1853-

phoenix de la india
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma-

photographica
Photographica- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf; F .  K .  To.  Schwassmannel February 17,
1899-

phthia
Phthia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Peters, September 9, 1878-

phytolacca dioica
.  belonging to the scientific name of the ombu-

piapoco-
Piapoco, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of Guainía-Meta-Vichada.

piapocos
Piapocos-members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, with habitat in departments of
Guainía-Meta-Vichada-

piaroa
Piaroa, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of Guainía-Vichada.

piaroas
Piaroas—members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of Guainía-Vichada.

picana
Stick with an iron sting at its tip, used to rush bulls or oxen pulling from the cart. 

picanas
Belonging to a stick with an iron sting at its tip, used to rush the bulls or oxen pulling from the cart. 

picanazo
chopping-swooping, hitting with the picana, in rural areas,

picanazos
picanazos-belonging to the garrochazo, hit with the picana, in rural areas-

picea



name given to a variety or species (-) North spruce

pichardía
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma, Palm

picka-
Picka- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisael 21 March 1915-

pickeringia-
Pickering ingia- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  H .  Metcalf on March 20, 1914-

pies de liebres
belonging to a variety or species detrebol-

pijao-
Pijao, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Tolima.

pijaos
Pijaos—members of an Amerindian people native to Colombia, living in the department of Tolima—

pileña
.  belonging to a variety or species desandia

pilocarpina
Pilocarpine-alkaloid that is obtained from the leaf of Pilocarpus shrubs, an American tropical shrub.  It is used in the
treatment of glaucoma. -

pilocarpinas
pilocarpins-belonging to an alkaloid that is obtained from the leaf of pilocarpus shrubs, a tropical American shrub.  It is
used in the treatment of glaucoma. -

pilular
relating or belonging to the pills

pima
PIMA: certain Amerindian tribe, ethnic family or UTO-aztecan language, currently living in a U.S. reserve quoted
Arizona.-// and very fine Peruvian cotton.

pima-
Pima-Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the present-day states of New
Mexico and part of Texas.



pimas-
Pimas—members of an Amerindian people of the southwestern United States of America, with habitat in the present-day states of New Mexico and part of Texas—

pinastros
belonging to a variety or species depino rodeno

pinazas
pincers- belonging to a type of boat built entirely of pine wood that from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century the
pincer had a single deck, aft block and very little porte, with three sticks-

pincarrascos
belonging to a variety or species depino-carrasco-

pincos
Pincos, an Native American people living in the territory of Peru.

pindó
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma, Palm

pindós
belonging to a variety or species ornamental depalmera of 25 ms-flowers yellowish-fruit dulce-carnoso

pingue
pingue-sailing transport ship of Catalan origin, carrying up to one hundred tons of cargo. 

pingues
pingues-belonging to a sailing transport boat of Catalan origin that carried up to one hundred tons of cargo. -

pinguino patagónico
Patagonian penguin : refers to the expression : medium-sized bird, with a black head and a white stripe that starts from
the eye, surrounds the ears and chin, to join in the throat, presenting a grayish black plumage on the back and white on
the front, with two black bands between the head and torso, the lower in the form of an inverted horseshoe-

pinguinos macaroni
Macaroni penguins : belonging to a black and white bird has yellow feathers on the top of its head;

pinguinos patagónicos
Patagonian penguins : belonging to a medium-sized bird, with a black head and a white stripe that starts from the eye,
surrounds the ears and chin, to join in the throat, presenting a grayish black plumage on the back and white on the front,
with two black bands between the head and torso, the lower in the form of an inverted horseshoe-

pingüino adelaida
Adelaide penguin-refers to the expression : bird which is one of only two species of penguins living on the Antarctic



continent and nearby islands-

pingüino barbijo
bearded penguin-refers to the expression : bird whose name comes from the black stripe on the lower part of the head
that makes it look as if wearing a black helmet, making it one of the most easily identifiable penguins.

pingüino de magallanes
Magellan penguin : refers to the expression : medium-sized bird, with a black head and a white stripe that starts from the
eye, surrounds the ears and chin, to join in the throat, presenting a grayish black plumage on the back and white on the
front, with two black bands between the head and torso, the lower in the form of inverted horseshoe-

pingüino emperador
Emperor penguin : refers to the expression : bird endemic to Antarctica, is the largest size and weight of all penguins;
the back, wings and head are black, the front is white from, with the breast pale yellow-

pingüino frente dorada
Penguin golden front : refers to the expression : black and white bird has yellow feathers on the top of its head-

pingüino gentú
penguin gentú-refers to the expression : bird that stands out for its white patch on the top of the head behind the eyes;
its chicks have grey back and white front area. -

pingüino juanito
Juanito penguin-refers to the expression : bird that stands out for its white patch on the top of the head behind the eyes
and the chicks present the back gray and the white front area. -

pingüino macaroni
Macaroni penguin : it is a black and white bird has yellow feathers on the top of its head;

pingüino papúa
Papuan penguin-refers to the expression : bird that stands out for its white patch on the top of the head behind the eyes,
chicks present the back gray and the white front area. -

pingüino penacho amarillo
yellow plume penguin : refers to the expression : the smallest of the crested penguins, black and white; has the dark top
crowned by eyebrows of bright yellow feathers -

pingüino penacho anaranjado
Orange plume penguin : refers to the expression : black and white bird has yellow feathers on the top of its head;

pingüino rey
king-penguin refers to the expression : bird that presents the upper part of its breast yellowish orange, bordered by a
black line, grey back that reaches the tail; belly is whitish, and head black and provided with a long bill, pointed and p
archially orange-



pingüino saltarrocas
penguin jumper-refers to the expression : the smallest of the crested penguins, black and white; has the dark top
crowned by bright yellow feathered eyebrows that go backwards over the red-

pingüinos adelaidas
Adelaide-belonging penguins belonging to the expression : bird which is one of only two species of penguins living on
the Antarctic continent and nearby islands-

pingüinos de magallanes
Magellan penguins-belonging to a medium-sized bird, with a black head and a white stripe that starts from the eye,
surrounds the ears and chin, to join in the throat, presenting a grayish black plumage on the back and white on the front,
with two black bands between the head and torso, the lower in the form of an inverted horseshoe-

pingüinos de vinchas
vincha-belonging penguins to the expression : bird that stands out for its white patch on the top of the head behind the
eyes and its chicks present the back gray and the white front area. -

pingüinos emperadores
Emperor penguins : belonging to the expression : bird endemic to Antarctica, is the largest size and weight of all
penguins; the back, wings and head are black, the front is white from, with the breast pale yellow-

pingüinos frentes doradas
Penguins golden fronts : belonging to a black and white bird has yellow feathers on the top of its head;

pingüinos gentues
gentues-belonging penguins to the expression : bird that stands out for its white patch on the top of the head behind the
eyes; its chicks have grey back and white front area. -

pingüinos juanitos
Juanito-belonging penguins to the expression : bird that stands out for its white patch on the top of the head behind the
eyes and chicks, present the back gray and the white front area. -

pingüinos papúas
Papuan-belonging penguins to the expression : bird that stands out for its white patch on the top of the head behind the
eyes and its chicks present the back gray and the white front area. -

pingüinos penachos anaranjados
orange plume penguins : belonging to a black and white bird has yellow feathers on the top of its head-

pingüinos reyes
king-off penguins belonging to the expression : bird that presents the upper part of its breast yellowish orange, bordered
by a black line, with the back gray reaching the tail; its belly is whitish, and its head black and provided with a lar bill go,
pointed and partially orange-



pingüinos saltarrocas
black and white penguins: belonging to the smallest of crested penguins, black and white; has the dark upper crowned
by eyebrows of bright yellow feathers that go backwards over the red-

pink lady
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

pinnípedos
pinnipedoses a term used in zoology - says of carnivorous losmamiferos adapted to the movement in the water, with
fusiform body and limbs into flippers, seal, walrus - like

pinocha
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel pine-

pinochas
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel pine-

pinoteas
belonging to a variety or species depino-taeda-

pinova
pinova - was very planted this season-belonging to a variety or species demanzana -

pinsapos
belonging to a type dearbolabietaceo-

piñas
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel pine-

piñoneros
belonging to a variety or species depino-

piñones
.  belonging to the name of the pehuen 40 frutodel; 41 araucaria;-

piñuelas
.  belonging to the name of the Cypress, globose, dry frutodel, are used to make fences or hedges-

piperina
piperine-refers to a type of alkaloid obtained from black pepper, being responsible for its acrimony.  It is used in
traditional medicine and as an insecticide. -



piperinas
piperines-belonging to an alkaloid obtained from black pepper, being responsible for its acrimony.  It is used in traditional
medicine and as an insecticide. -

pipita
pipita-refers to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passearian, nests in the rocky walls and similar natural, is grey,
white belly, wings and black tail and has as particularity announce to man the arrival of cold weather-

pippin
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

piratapuyo
Piratepuyo-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of Guaviare-Vaupés.

piratapuyos
Piratepuyos—members of an Amerindian people native to Colombia, with habitat in the departments of Guaviare-Vaupés.

piréticos
relating or belonging to the fever

pirola
Pirola is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on October 28, 1927-

pirúes
pirues-son trees troppertenecientes to a dearbolanacardiaceo type -

pisamira
Pisamira - refers to a certain Amerindian people originally from Colombia, they had their habitat in the department of
Vaupés.

piso aalense
Aalense-flat refers to the lower floor of the Middle Jurassic or the upper Jurassic lower; during this time appear the first
birds, lizards, amonites (decapod crustaceans), hedgehogs and starfish,

pisondera
pisondera-refers to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passearian, nests in the rocky and similar natural walls,
gray, white belly, wings and black tail and has as particularity announce to man the arrival of cold weather-

pispa
pispa-refers to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passearian, nests in the rocky and similar natural walls, gray,
white belly, wings and black tail and has as particularity announce to man the arrival of cold weather-

pispas



pispas-belonging to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passeroform, nests in the rocky walls and similar natural,
gray, white belly, wings and black tail and has as particularity announce to man the arrival of cold weather-

pistachos
.  belonging to the frutodel name alfónsigo or pistachio -

pitahayas
.  belonging to the name of the frutode the Dragon fruit or pitaya or fruit of the dragon-

pitiminíes
belonging to a variety or species of climbing stems and small flowers derosal-

pittsburghia-
Pittsburghia is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on April 29, 1902-

pituitaria o albarraz
pituitary or albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m tall, large leaves,
intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are extremely
toxic-From these seeds was formerly obtained,   a product that was used to combat lice-

pituitaria, albarraz
Pituitary, albarraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large leaves,
intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

pituitaria-albarraz
Pituitary-Albarraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large leaves,
intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

pituitarta albarraz
Pituitary albarraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large leaves,
intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

pizco
pizco-refers to the expression : small and new fish, of any species, which is sometimes used as bait-

pizpitillo
pizza-refers to the expression : insectivorous bird, small, passearian, nests in the rocky and similar natural walls, gray,
white belly, wings and black tail and has as particularity announce to man, the arrival of cold weather-

píreos
relating or pertaining alfuego



píricos
relating or pertaining alfuego

placel
placel-refers to the expression : sandbank at the bottom of the sea, pleasure-

placentaciones
placentalizations-belonging to the structuring or location of eggs in the ovary cavity of angiosperm-

placentaciones apicales
apical-belonging placentations, in angiosperm plants, when eggs are located in the appendix of the ovarian cavity, as is
the case in apples-

placentaciones axilares
axillary-belonging placentations, in angiosperm plants, when carpals are joined in a plurilocular ovary and eggs are at
angles, as is the case in liliaceae, iridáceas-

placentaciones basales
basal-belonging placentations, in angiosperm plants, when eggs are located at the bottom of the ovarian cavity, as in
quenopodiaceae, polygonaceae,

placentaciones centrales
central-belonging placentations, in angiosperm plants, when eggs are located in the central column of the ovary, as is
the case in cariophyloceae-

placentaciones marginales
marginal-belonging placentations, in angiosperm plants, when eggs are located on the margins of the carpal, as is the
case in legumes and ranunculaceae,

placentaciones parietales
parietal-belonging placentations, in angiosperm plants, when eggs are located on the wall of the ovary, as is the case in
cucurbitaceae and orchids,

placentación
placentalization- structuring or arrangement of eggs in the ovary cavity of angiospermas-

placentación apical
apical-referred placentation, in angiosperm plants, when eggs are located in the appendix of the ovarian cavity, as is the
case in apples-

placentación axilar
axillary placentalization is said, in plants, when carpals are joined into a multi-lacular ovary and eggs are at angles, as is
the case in liliaceae, iridáceas-



placentación basal
basal placentalization- refers, in angiosperm plants, when eggs are located at the bottom of the ovarian cavity, as is the
case in quenopodiaceae and polygonaceae-

placentación central
central placentalization is said, in plants, when eggs are located in the central column of the ovary, as is the case in
cariophyloceae-

placentación marginal
marginal placentalization is said, in plants, when eggs are located on the margins of the carpal, as is the case in
legumes and ranunculaceae-

placentación parietal
parietal placentalization is said, in plants, when eggs are located on the wall of the ovary, as is the case in cucurbitaceae
and orchids,

placentarios
It is said of placenta with losmamiferos, comprising the majority of mammals.

placer
pleasure-refers to the expression : sandbank at the bottom of the sea, placel-

placeros
relating or belonging to laplaza

planarias
It is said of Platyhelminthes losgusanos, also called TURBELLARIA.

planchón
It is a large, flat surface of various materials, especially in the mountain-

planckia
Planckia- is an asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on January 28, 1927-

plancton
referred to in alconjunto of tiny beings who are suspended in the sea or in fresh waters, at higher levels, where abundant
light - includes the photosynthetic forms ( 41 phytoplankton; and heterotrophic ( 41 zooplankton;. -

planetarios
relating or belonging to losplanetas

planiformes
PLANIFORMESse is of a / / unaorden of insect wings finely veined and folded over the body when they are at rest,



whose larva is carnivorous and whose ninfa is a cocoon, as the Antlion.

plano
flat, lacking of / has no / no = high or low-

plano de inundación de un río
refers to an enlargement of the River Valley as a result of the horizontal work of the River, which has a flat and wide
bottom, runway occupies a part of the Fund, water covers the remaining area during the floods, i.e. it represents the
plane of the flood.

planta del diablo
Devil's plant-it is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the solanaceae family, of which there are numerous species,
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing various types of
alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell and is toxic to humans but not to
animals.

planta topera
toperase plant is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the solanaceae family, of which there are numerous species,
of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside that contain various
types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it dismisses a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans
but not to animals and birds.

plantares
relating or belonging to the plant of the foot

plantas del diablo
devil plants - belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, with branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

plantas toperas
toperas-plants belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropic;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

plasmodios
It is said of losprotozoos parasites, responsible for malaria or malaria.

platelmintos
He is said to losgusanos, flattened body, which are divided into three classes: TURBELLARIA, trematoda and cestodes.

platenses
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: La Plata, capital of the province of



Buenos Aires -

pláceme
It refers to the greeting or congratulations received by some happy event.

plásticos
.  belonging to the resin depolimeros of high-grade, or of large molecular mass -

plebeyez
plebeyez -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition deplebeyo-

plecópteros
Plecopterosse is of a / / unaorden of insects of elongated body, long antennae, and aquatic larva.

plococarpos
affected by the latest lluvias-no losplococarposfueron there will be a harvest.  belonging to the type of fruit that originates
in several different, knotty-looking ovaries

plumosos
to tienenplumas-

plutonianos
relating or belonging alplaneta Pluto

plúmbicos
relating or pertaining alplomo

pobos
they are varieties or species white delalamo

podales
relating or pertaining alpie

pol apple
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

polana-
Polana- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisael on January 28, 1875-

poleame
pulley-refers to the expression : collection of pulleys to be used especially, in one or more vessels



poliestirenos
.  belonging to synthetic resin, obtained by normal condensation of styrene or vinilbenceno-

poliédrico
POLYHEDRAL = says what has or has several aspects.

poliédricos
people who have or manifiestanvarios aspects or facets.

polifemo
It is the murderer of Acis, a Sicilian shepherd who was the lover of Galatea-

poligonal
POLYGONAL = says what has or has several angles.

poligonales
to tienenvarios angles-

polimíctico
relating or belonging to blend of components, especially referred to the waters of the Lakes.

polimícticos
relating or belonging to blend of components

politenos
.  belonging to synthetic resin obtained by condensation of the ethylene-

polígamo
polygamous = a time listed several women as wives.

polyhymnia
Polyhymnia-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Chacornac on October 28, 1854-

pomarrosas
.  belonging to the name of yambo frutodel, tree mirtaceo, originally from Malaysia -

pomona
Goddess of the fruits and vegetables, his name meant fruto-era very worshipped by villagers and had several dates in
the year where honor it -

pompejis
Pompejis- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Peters, September 25, 1879-



ponderales
relating or pertaining alpeso

ponderosas
belonging to a variety or depino-wild species

poner a uno en el disparadero
Put one in the pipeline -.  It's a phrase that means '' put to one about to say or do something violent-

poner a uno en la calle
popular phrase corresponding to ''  '' say goodbye to the place of work or employment ''  ''. -

pontines
pontines-belonging to a Philippine cabotage vessel, with canvas sails and is larger than the panco-

pontín
Philippine pontin-cabotage vessel, with canvas sails and is larger than the panco

poplíteos
relating or belonging to lacorva ( 41 knee, popliteal artery or the popliteal muscle-back

populares
relating or pertaining alpueblo

por si las moscas
popular phrase corresponding to ''  '' do not rely on everything, trying to make in several places or jobs, prevent
something ''  ''-

porcales
belonging to a variety or species deciruela fat, just and ordinary

porcinos
relating or pertaining alpuerco

porcunos
relating or pertaining alpuerco

poríferos
It is said lostipo of aquatic, mostly marine, very primitive animals that live fixed and whose walls are pierced by channels
of circulation.

poroto



they are varieties or species of laalubia, with many varieties. -

portataladros
says of losinsectos, also called terebrant.

porteños
It is said, in Argentina, of those born in: Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires

portlandia
Portlandia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalfel on September 30, 1908-

posesorios
relating or belonging to laposesion or denoting it

positrónica
positronica-relativa positron or antielectron, that is the antiparticle of the electron, it has the same mass and electric as
the electron charge, although positive-

postales
relating or belonging to losatomos, constituting the subject-related or corpuscles belonging alcorreo

potádromo
potádromo-refers to the expression : fish that migrates only in freshwater. -

potádromos
potadromus-belonging to the expression : fish that migrate only in freshwater. -

pradeños
relating or belonging to losprados

pragmático
pragmatic: relative or perten. to/el-la /-the: action ( and not speculation.

prahus
prahus-belonging to a long and narrow Malay boat, of little draft- 

praos
praos-belonging to a long and narrow Malay vessel, of little draft- 

pratenses
that occur or live in the meadows



precarios
than tienenescasa stability or long -

precosa
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, frutilla-origen German -

predador
predator- Animal that hunts and feeds on other living organisms-

predadores
predators-belonging to the animal that hunts and feeds on other living organisms

premontaña
refers allimite of the passage from the slopes of the mountains toward the surface of the Plains; the step is often gradual
and that line is called pre-montanosas zone or the foot of the mountains.

prestante
OUTSTANDING = says what has or possesses poise.

prestantes
It is said of those who have poise, they are excellent -

prestatarios
It is said of those who tend to take money to loan.

presumido
presumed that tienealto = self concept and brags about it.

presuponer
It is the quality or quality or condition denecesitar a precondition

pretensiones
claims - belonging to the expression: 1 )  boastfulness, pride, presumption, vanity-41-2; ambition, aspiration -

pretoria-
Pretoria- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerH .  And. Wood on January 16, 1912-

pretoriales
relating or pertaining alpretor

primaciales
relating or pertaining alprimado or to the primacy



primates
It tells of climbing losmamiferos, of flat nails and highly developed brain, as the lemur and the apes.

primaverales
relating or belonging to spring. -

pringlenses
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Coronel Pringles -

prioritarios
to tienenprioridades

priscos
belonging to a variety or species demelocoton-

proboscídeos
proboscideoses a term used in zoology - says of ungulates losmamiferos equipped with a prehensile trunk formed by
the extension of the nose attached to the upper lip.  , as the elephant -

procelariformes
Procelariformesse is of a / / unaorden of seabirds with the peak formed by various corneal pieces juxtaposed, as the
albatrosses and Petrels.

procordados
It is said of animals next to the lower vertebrates, which lack of brain and central nervous system reduced to a cord.

prodán,luca
italo-escoces musician, that the Argentina-based formed the band Sumo in the early 80s, ( 1953 - 41 1987;. -

proemiales
relating or belonging alproemio ( prologue to a book )

proganata
PROGANATA = it is said which possesses or has protruding jaws.

prognatos
It is said of those who are outgoing JAWS

prokne
Prokne- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Peters, March 21, 1879-

prolapso



prolapse- enlargement or decline of a part of the body such as the uterus, vagina, rectum-

prolapsos
prolapses-belonging to the expression : enlargement or decline of a part of the body such as the uterus, vagina or
rectum-

propiedad
they say the quality or quality or condition deesencial or attribute of someone or something

propiedad horizontal
popular phrase that refers to ''  '' belonging to all residents, property in Commonwealth ''  ''-

proserpina
Proserpine is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  T.  R.  Luther on May 5, 1853-

prosimios
-mammal-like, similar to the monkey of nocturnal habits, and found in Islands of africa, Southeast Asia, Borneo and Java
-

prosobranquios
It is said of losmoluscos gastropods from gills located forward, such as periwinkle and the lapa.

protésicos
relating or pertaining to medical laprotesis

protogeneia
Protogeneia- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  Schulhof on July 10, 1875-

prototípicos
relating or belonging to losprototipos

protozoos
says of unicellular itfollows of differentiated nucleus, without chlorophyll, usually equipped with a mouth, such as the
ciliates ( Paramecium 41, flagellate ( trypanosome ) etc -

proturos
It is very primitive small losinsectos, without wings, without eyes and without antennas, which live in moist environments
( Moss, soil, etc.  ).

prócer
It was called so each of individuals who, by their own right or appointment of the King, formed the establishment to
which gave name, at the time of the conquest.



prudentia
Prudentia- This is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on February 13, 1901-

psicocorticales
relating or belonging to brain lacorteza

psilocibina
psilocybin-refers to a chemical compound that is extracted from a certain type of mushrooms of the genus Psilocybe.  It
is a powerful hallucinogen. -

psilocibinas
psilocybins-belonging to an alkaloid that is extracted from a genus of Psilocybe mushrooms.  It is a hallucinogen. -

psíquicos
relating or belonging to DivX and psychological content

psyche
Psyche is an asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  of Gasparis on March 17, 1852-

pterígonos
It is said losinsectos typically winged, presenting complete or incomplete metamorphosis.

pterópodos
Pteropodosse is of a / / unaorden of marine gastropods, swimmers, very light shell.

pudios
belonging to a variety or species depino-black-

puerro
name given to a variety or species (-) garlic porro

pulcova-
Pulcova- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on September 3, 1913-

pulga de arena
sand-refers to a type of mite, similar to the common flea, that produces an unbearable itching and ulcers in the feet of
people who come into contact with it--

pulga tunga
tunga-refers to a type of flea-like mite that produces an unbearable itching and foot ulcers of people who come into
contact with it--



pulgas de arenas
sand fleasperes to a type of mite, similar to the common flea.   which produces an unbearable itching and foot ulcers of
people who come into contact with it--

pulgas tungas
tungas fleas belonging to a type of mite, similar to the common flea, that produces an unbearable itching and foot ulcers
of people who come into contact with it--

pulmonados
It is said of gastropod losmoluscos breathing through a lung, as the slug and snail.

pulmonares
relating or pertaining alpulmon

pulmón de acero
popular phrase corresponding to ''  '' great physical strength, that hold parties or racing without drowning ''  ''-

puna
a name sometimes given to the Andean Altiplano. -

punch
reserve physical power which allows an athlete to make a decisive effort at any given time.   ( 41 English voice;. -

punch
Boxer, whose hits are decisive quality. -

punching-ball
English voice that appoints the ball held vertically by means of elastic cords and used to brand new in boxing. -

puneños
the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde Puna

punitivos
relating or belonging alcastigo.

punki
or punk, is called in this way to a social and cultural movement appeared in Great Britain towards 1975 - his followers
preach an attitude of provocation and mockery with respect to a society which considered incapable of providing some
kind of hope for youth. -

punt
It's a voice that, in the ancient Egypt referred to the Somali coast.



punto ciego
It is named to the location of the back of the eye that is insensitive to light, which corresponds to the entrance of the
optic nerve. -

punto culminante
It is the most important point of greater intensity, splendor, for one thing. -

punto de ebullición,de fusión o de congelación
It is the temperature to which a body boils, melts, or freezes, respectively. -

punto de vista
It is the criterion, a way of judging or considering something. -

punto débil o flaco
part or most vulnerable appearance physically or morally of someone or something. -

punto muerto
anything that undergoes a process or development, time no advancement is no longer made. -

puridad
purity -.  says the quality or quality or condition depuro -

purulentos
tieneno contain pus, or similar to it - appearance

púlsar
pulp- name that receives a high-density star that emits high-powered electromagnetic radiation-

púlsares
pulps-belonging to the expression: high-density star that emits extremely intense electromagnetic radiation-

púnico
one of the meanings corresponds to the Phoenicians of Carthage dialect. -

pythia
Pythia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charloisel on December 18, 1897-

quauhtli
It is imperial mythical elave of the Aztecs-

quebrantahuesos
one of the names that is known to the osifrago, ave falconiforme.-



quebrapedra
quebrapedra-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm tall, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical zones of the world-It is used medicinally as antibacterial or antiartritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

quebrapedra caángay
quebrapedra caángayse is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

quebrapedra o caángay
quebrapedra or caángay- it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

quebrapedra, caángay
quebrapedra, caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

quebrapedra-caángay
quebrapedra-caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

queche
queche-small boat, of a single mast and in the same way by the stern as by the bow, is used in the North Sea-

quechemarines
quechemarines-belonging to a small two-stick vessel with candles in the third and usually, with a deck of

quechemarín
quechemarín-small ship of two sticks with sails to the third and generally , with a deck of few dimensions-

queches
queches- belonging to a small vessel, single-stick and similarly by the stern as by the bow, is used in the seas of
northern Europe-

quedarse
refers to the action of the bull when, by their depletion or temperament, avoids the torn.



quedarse
refers to the action of the bull when, by their depletion or temperament, avoids the torn.

quedarse corto
popular phrase corresponding to ''  '' be restrained in expressions of praise or insult ''  ''. -

queilantos
belonging to a variety or species of warm regions dehelecho-

quejigos
belonging to one variety or species deroble carrasqueño -

quelonios
It is said losreptiles of body compressed and protected by a hard, like the turtle and the hawksbill shell.

querengue
rathergue-refers to the expression: tropical shrub of Mexican origin, with fruits in the form of clusters,

querengues
meringues belonging to the expression: tropical shrub of Mexican origin, with fruits in the form of clusters,

querúbicos
relating or belonging alquerubin, celestial spirit

quetzalcóatl
Goddess delaire - nature

quetzalcóatl
It refers to one of four creator gods, the God of the wind, of life, of the morning, the planet Venus, God of twins and
monsters. It was born when there was neither light nor life in the world, and established a fundamental order in the
cosmos.

quietud
refers to lacarencia of movements of the Bullfighter in his feet, during the execution of a sort.

quijones
Belonging to the umbeliferous plant with white flowers, dried fruit and upright stem. 

quijotiles
relating or pertaining alquijote

quijón



It refers to the umbeliferous plant, with white flowers, dried fruit and upright stem. 

quillote
quillote-refers to the ship's external ballast, cast in block-

quillotes
quillotes-belonging to the ship's outer ballast, cast in block-

quimera
chimera-refers to the expression : cartilaginous fish, habitat in the depths of the Ocean, a close relative of sharks,

quinidina
quinidine-this is a type of alkaloid extracted from the bark of the cinchona-

quinidinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, the bark of the Cinchona obtenidade -

quinidinas-
quinidines-belonging to an alkaloid extracted from the bark of the cinchona-

quinina-
quinine-alkaloid originally extracted from quina, quino bark, tree native to South America.  Its name comes from the
Quechua language.  Famous for being used against malaria. -

quininas-
quinins—belonging to an alkaloid originally extracted from cinchona, quinine bark, tree native to South America.  Its name comes from the Quechua language.  Famous for being used against malaria. -

quinquirreme
quinquirreme-old combat ship of the Carthaginian fleet, with five orders of oars-

quinteros
Quinteros = a fifth to tienenarrendada or cultivated fields.

quintiles
.  belonging to the name of the carob tree, in Chile frutodel-

quintilla
Quintilla- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalfel on April 6, 1908-

quintrales
belonging to a variety or species demuerdago of red flowers - removed substance for dyeing, in Chile -



quintriles
.  belonging to the name of the carob tree frutodel-

quirópteros
losmamiferos is said that, as the bat, they are characterized by their adaptation to the flight, for which count with
forelimbs converted into wings - in general, are nocturnal -

rabanero
Rabanero-refers to the expression : gentilicio corresponding to the person born in Argamasilla de Calatrava-the locality
where elrabanero is originally belongs to the Municipality in Ciudad Real , Castilla-La Mancha , Spain-

rabee
concerning the expression ''  '' wag the tail an animal to a bottom and another ''  ''. -

rabosos
our tips to frayed

rabón
referred to in alanimal which has the tail much shorter than the ordinary kind or which does not have it.

rabunda
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, frutilla-origen Dutch -

racha
streak-this is a violent movement of the air, burst-

rachas
streaks-refers to violent air movements, bursts,

racheados
weeds-refers to winds blowing in certain places and times, by streaks or gusts-

rachele-
Rachele- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Lorenzel on October 28, 1908-

radiados
in animal elreino, former division comprising the coelenterates and echinoderms.

radiarán
radia-refers to the expression : they will broadcast by means of electromagnetic waves, sounds and images-

radiaremos



we will -refers to the expression : we will broadcast by electromagnetic waves, sounds and images-

radicales
relating or belonging to root

radiculares
relating or belonging to lasraices

radie
radie-refers to the expression : disseminates by means of electromagnetic waves, sounds and images-

radien
radien-refers to the expression : diffuse by means of electromagnetic waves, sounds and images-

rafhaela
Rafhaela-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Helffrich on February 3, 1911-

rafias
belonging to a variety or species African depalmera and flexible Americana-fibra-

ralliformes
RALLIFORMESse is of a / / unaorden of wading birds, whose offspring are born covered with down and leave the nest
at the time of birth.   ( The cranes, the Lake and the geese belong to this order.  )

rambutanes
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel rambutan, tropical tree

ramésida
Rameses - refers to the Pharaonic dynasty of ancient Egypt, initiated with Ramsés I -

ramificación
branching - refers to the expression: growth form of plants by the development of the lateral buds -

ramillete
corsage - refers to the expression: determinado-el Word bouquet set of people or things that are considered valuable
and useful for a purpose also refers to the small bouquet of flowers

ramsés primero
Ramses first (I) - refers to Alfaraon of Egypt in the 14th century to. (C).  that opened the nineteenth dynasty-

ramsés segundo
Ramses second (II) - refers to Alfaraon of Egypt in the 13th century to. (C).  , third ruler of the nineteenth dynasty,



reigned 1290-1224 to. (C). -

rancor
rancor-refers to a feeling of entourism, hatred or rancor caused by some grievance or offense, suffered by an individual-

raninas
refers to the arteries and veins which are distributed by different parts of the language of the human being. -

ranúnculo
name given to a variety or species (-) frogs - gold button celery.

rao
It is a marine fish Perciformes, strongly compressed body of more or less marked pink green and grey. -

rapaces
rapacesse is of a / / unaorden carnivorous birds, curved beak and strong, curved claws.   ( The species of this order are
diurnal hunters [Eagle, Hawk, Vulture] and night [OWL, OWL].  )

rapis
.  belonging to a variety or species depalma-

rapos
rags-belonging to the expression: turnip root -

raquídeos
relating or belonging to the spine

rasan
that you are touching.

ratoneros
relating or pertaining mice

ratón de biblioteca
popular phrase corresponding to ''  '' student of short flight passed life among books.

raudamente
quickly - refers to the expression: with momentum, speed, and agility -

ravenalas
belonging to a variety or species of Madagascar depalmera-



raza
It is said the quality / quality or condition of the lineage

rámeas
relating or pertaining the branches

rámeos
relating or belonging to the branches. -

rea
character, grandmother of = Dionysus, in Greco-Roman mythology

readaptan
that it fit again. -

real
belonging to a variety or species depalma of Cuba, of 15 ms of altura-flores white-round fruit -

reales
to have effective, real existence-

reata
refers to laascendencia, lineage. Row of chivalry that van tied.

rebrincar
refers to the action of the bull, when it strikes in a decomposed way, giving hops or jumps.

rebufos
the expansions of the air around the mouth of a firearm are when out shooting. -

recalcificación
recalcification-refers to the expression : restoration of calcium salts in organic tissues-

recalcitrante
recalcitrant-refers to the expression : seed or fruit that rapidly loses its germination capacity, usually in periods greater
than one year-

recargo
surcharge-refers to the expression: over-charge a certain thing-

recaudan
They collect money from contributions, donations or certain special collections. 



recámara
chamber-refers to the expression: the back of the gun of a firearm where the load is placed

receptamos
receptien- refers to the expression: we receive and accept something-

receptan
receptan-refers to the expression: receive and accept something-


